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Major Foreign Policy Speech
PAUL CUNNINGHAM






Folklorist Jamie N. Birch, who traveled alone on horseback through the extended
pine woods of East Texas in the summer of 1901, heading north toward Arkansas
after his brief stay in Houston, documented his impressions of the landscape
through a series of fragments in his journal:
more trees than people around by a
hundredfold or more, more trees than trees, it
feels—looking ahead—riding thru
white yellow mornings
abrupt opening of glens in the trees bearing
small lonely houses made from the pines cut
down to create these circles
inexplicable unsteady agriculture
cows roaming in the woods in the dawn, all in
mammalian silhouettes, like old world ghosts or
where we’ll all end up
friendly people cast out among the trees very
alone out here
rivers & creeks & rivers & creeks
the humidity a hot wet rag filling up my mouth,
my eyes, everywhere over me, riding thru the
trees, can hardly inhale
last night: a woman in a glen standing by a fire
in the yard, her face in light, her home a little
shadow (waving me over)
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the sun it hurts so much—wet, bright—but the
night is then harder too, you find, a person is all
these people can offer
i lost my husband and child in the river not far
from here, she said, do you hear it just now, i
can hear it running by everywhere, i think, what
of you, do you hear it from here?
(no) i heard the fire rising before us, the bones
she burned
her husband and son were floating pine logs on
the river, eastward toward Louisiana, to sell:
drowned some miles off
searched the river for days, she said, hunting
them all hours until one morning i found their
bodies not ten feet apart, bloated on the bank,
wide-eyed, sky-gazing off in the shade
bone of cattle, hog, bird, and deer—things add
up, she said
they were too heavy to haul back alone, she
said, horse died some time before, so i loaded
them down with small rocks, sliding a many
past their throats, and sunk them in the river
now i don’t know where to or what to, and so
read my bible pretty country, i told her, first
time here, just passing thru yellow white or
white yellow morning
endless country, unbelievable sky
The tract of land later on christened Telephone originally became of interest to
men with money on their minds in 1912, once the HEWT railroad line had arrived
up east enough. It was late winter. Being evergreens, the trees still loomed up very




Over the first decade of the century, the industry of lumber had designated itself
as the prime industry of Texas.
Nearly all of East Texas was once this big unbroken forestland of tall, incredible,
sorrowful pine. Virgin longleaf pine, giant things, that stood without branches on
their trunks often times for fifty feet up, so a person could see for miles, standing
in the woods.
It was not called the forest it was called the
woods.
The Piney Woods, which Telephone eventually
came to sit outside of.
Daytime, in the woods, was known as “a small
night.”
Before 1912 and the beginning of the mill days, before the results of the railroad,
there existed a community of agriculture scattered about the landscape known at
that time as only the pine barrens. There were small plots of bottomland cleared
for cotton or corn. There were free-range cattle roaming through the pine trees in
the early morning hours, feeding on switch cane and undergrowth. There were
semi-feral hogs rooting everywhere and eating everything—acorns, berries, grass,
carrion—and killing, too, the farm dogs that tried to herd them. There were men
encouraging growth by setting the ground ablaze.
Their fires did nothing to the towering pines. This period before big business
wasn’t, by any means, a simpler or better time.
The HEWT railroad opened, in 1912, upon a pocket of people still work-wearied,
still poor, a population of people unable to speak openly of their worries to one
another, still killing themselves, men and women alike, strung up in the dark of
barns in the dawn.
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William Mays Hall, the son of one such backwoods farmer at the onset of the
century, remembered the years before the lumber industry entered the Piney
Woods like so:
“It’s like I had to be born twice in my life, that’s what it’s like. So there was when I
first came alive, as a boy and on into a young man, when there was no idea of time
as being something that could move or change anything. The trees stood up so old
and tall then, so quiet, and we worked all day amongst them, quiet under them,
like we were too just some more trees. But that wasn’t good, let me be clear.
Because a man doesn’t make a happy tree, you hear. I remember being afraid, I can
recall all of us all the time feeling afraid, without knowing what it was we feared.
We owned the land so didn’t understand why we had the nightmares. There was
food to eat. We didn’t talk about it. But it didn’t feel better to us, being silent,
because of how you could still see in everyone you knew the way they shared the
nightmares with you. Through the way folks talked to horses real close in their
ears—you’d spot it—or through how women set candles in the window, burning
them even during the day; or through how people walked like ghosts when leaving
the house each morning and then again at dusk, when it was time go back,
everyone you knew with their skulls hollowed out with the old nightmares, it
looked, moving in the trees. Sometimes too someone would come down with a
fever and maybe then, if the sick lasted a good while, it’d come all spilling out. The
nightmares were wholly quiet. Nothing moving. And a man upon waking into a
feverdream made up of all the old nightmares would shout and mumble what he
figured to be the sounding of an un-sound. Or he’d move into unmoving, walking
about the room with his hands on his chest, crouching. It might sound terrible but
it could make you feel lighter, watching the quiet un-budge. I don’t know. Then the
railroad came, and the sawmill followed not long after that, and I had to be born
back over again. Everyone I knew went born again. The largest thing I’d ever seen
moving was a horse. Then that big box of metal came whistling past, that goddamn
train, on its first run, and I understood time now. Our nightmares speaking,




quiet of the land that you once hated and feared. Couldn’t no one sit still.”
By spring of 1912, the land had been surveyed and purchased from the local 
farmers who let go of their properties at a price well below their market value, or 
from the state itself, which sold off large portions of the Piney Woods for next to 
nothing, basically giving it away, under the belief that an expanded railroad 
system, paired with a further widening of Texas’s already booming lumber 
industry, would only serve to bolster state economy.
The pines seemed endless, the conception of a terminus practically impossible.
One pine barrens farmer, who sold his 300 acres for stumpage to the nascent 
lumber company at a price of a $1.25 an acre, provides a particular insight: “I was 
farming cotton. Most of us were back then—growing cotton or corn or what have 
you. It took a man a year to clean a patch of woods for growing cotton. It took a 
man and all his family, and afterward the whole clan of you were spent, through & 
through, hardly alive. It was such hard work, tearing down them trees and splitting 
them up and then hauling it away if you intended on selling it downriver, or 
otherwise keeping it yourself for burning. So I sold the land and thought: you do 
the work for me. Clean it up. Jesus. I had no idea.”
As it often was throughout the state, the men who brought the lumber business to 
the Piney Woods were not from Texas. They were not even Southern. Douglas 
Nelson and Ned Clarkson—first cousins on their mothers’ side—hailed from 
Chicago, Illinois. And these two men never once stepped foot in Texas, never
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thought of seeing Telephone. They sent speculators, took their reports over the
wires, and relegated all ground level control to likeminded men of industry from
Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, or Mississippi— men who understood the geography
and more importantly the psychology of those who inhabited it, the farmers, the
backwoodsmen: eventual laborers. “Natives,” the wires read.
“You could either plow rows or cut trees,” said Roy Mable, a farmer-lumberman
convert. “You had to choose back in them days. Work until you die or work until
you die. Be poor as dirt or poor as sawdust. It didn’t matter either way you went,
yet the choice meant all the difference. I chose to cut trees because I hated the
land. Farmers hate the land too, but not openly. They need it. They spend all day
out in the fields, on their knees, begging at it. I didn’t aim to live off grass offerings.
I wanted to hate everything openly.”
Then it became time to build. The tracks were laid and the land all bought up for
the cutting.
On the morning after Easter in 1912, Douglas Nelson and Ned Clarkson
presented their plans to the market—the construction of one large sawmill along
with its accompanying employee housing, or, in other words, another East Texas
company town. Architectural firms throughout the region placed their bids over
the following week. It seemed certain that the job would go to Hasley&Hasley, a
firm located in Orange, Texas, which typically acquired the mill town jobs in the
region. Then on Friday morning there came a bid over the wires undercutting all




offered to pay own his train-fare if awarded the job. He promptly received
construction rights. And this decision was soon met by a burst of deep- seated
hatred, an overall collective outrage, a spree of violence incoming over the wires.
“no christians in chicago, i see”—one read.
“Sawmill & Gomorrah”—one read.
“how’s it go: birds of a feather?”—one read.
“He shall be unclean as long as the disease is on
him. Being unclean, his dwelling shall be
outside the camp”—one read.
“god will ruin what you build”—one read.
The cousins burned these as they came, laughing. They pretended to kiss one
another in the lobby of a hotel. They held hands down 2nd Street, their wives
doubled over behind them, giggling, quoting between breaths from either
scripture or the vitriolic telegrams. Money’s money, they all agreed.
Abe L. Fremont had been a prominent industrial architect in Houston for over
twenty years and was heavily involved in the formation of the city’s Market
Square during the turn of the century. Walking downtown, one could find a
10
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Fremont building on nearly every block. They were stylish buildings, austere to
the point of being firmly iconoclastic, especially when compared to Houston’s
other buildings, which were constructed within schools of thought centered more
around classical designs, in styles of Greek and French.
He outed himself after the death of his partner, Larry Hutchison, who had lived
with him for over fifteen years under the guise of being his personal steward. It
happened at the funeral. During the eulogy he spoke frankly, unbridled by grief,
about the actuality of his relationship with Larry. “At the beginning of each day,”
he read, “Lar’ used to kiss me, half-awake in bed, telling me good morning. Now for
the rest of my life I move in an unending night. Once it becomes morning I won’t
know it’s morning. Without being told, I won’t hear it.” He surveyed the people
gathered in the pews. “Just look at you,” he said.
This information spread rapidly throughout the city, and in the ten years following
Abe faded without sympathy into the lifestyle of a recluse, losing not only all
opportunities for work within the architectural circles of Houston, but also his
right hand to diabetes, a disease that had plagued him for the duration of his adult
life and which he now hoped would spark an early death. He was 55. During this
decade his only communication came in the form of hundreds of letters written to
his sister, who lived in Denver. Within both a frenetic despair and increasing state
of anachronism, he expounded on his evolving architectural theories. Due to the
loss of his writing hand, most of his written thoughts are illegible. The letters were
penned at first on paper and then on many various items. His writing, over time,
became better. Fragments survive.
One such example, dated May 1909, was written on the back of a grocery receipt:
[forms whole and




a wholeness only ‘…’
then you are missing
something ‘…’ a new
style for forms
entailing absence,
what is there, what’s
missing from the





of oatmeal in water
‘…’ a style to be
symbolic of fracture
‘…’ or how ‘…’ ways of
holding a bowl ‘…’
how to style the
buttons at the end of
my sleeve ‘…’ style of
walking past or
standing in an empty
room of his ‘…’ how?
‘…’ quietly ‘…’ days go
by and so to find in
each one so much
missing ‘…’ style of






what can be see in
the light?]
Abe L. Fremont arrived in the still nameless country of Telephone one morning by
train, in 1912, in the middle of the heat of summer, and immediately hoped to set
himself work. There was almost nothing there. The landscape (raw, quiet, green)
was simply landscape.
His crew awaited him in tents pitched a few days earlier on the river bank. The
single water-powered plane saw, along with the rest of their building materials,
were sheltered under an awning of raw pine logs bound by ropes of leather. A man
from South Texas attempted to greet him with a handshake, but upon seeing
Abe’s missing hand, settled for a nod. “I’m your foreman,” he told him. “We’re
ready when you are, I figure.” The crew took that day to rest. Abe walked along
the river and then through the woods until nightfall, alone, surveying the local
country, and slept that night under a cloudy sky.
He wrote to his sister of the emptiness of the land, how the sight had affected him.
“This is new architecture,” he wrote. “No walls at all here anywhere.” He
mentioned how a sound, when it was the only sound around for miles, moved
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through the air. “Like water running over rocks,” he wrote. “I walked deep into the
forest yesterday. I almost forgot myself, can you imagine that, I almost let loose of
everything I carry with me.” He wrote of how much heavier his memories became
after they’d been compressed into one parcel. He wrote of his plans. “Tomorrow I
will send out the men to cut down the trees.” For weeks the men cut down the
trees. “Today I gazed out across so many vast acres of stumps.” He wrote of a new
style of wholeness, of the compression of absence into forms restructured
without key architectural components. “Designs representational of a frantic
desire to construct from fragments remaining of a fractured whole. Residual
Architecture. Grief moving through the everyday world.” Many days passed by
without him speaking.He practiced a routine of morning ablutions in the river, of
working hard through the day, of afterwards, each night, walking alone among the
blooming stumps and receding pines.
There was a hill not far from the sawmill, and he slept there, away from his crew at
the top of the hill, without cover until the end of summer. “Key sites of emptiness,”
he wrote his sister. “Those spaces of construction as equal to your locations left
untouched.”
The men enjoyed him. They could see his silhouette in the dawn at the top of the
hill. They watched him walking down, going shirtless to the river, and he liked to
wave to them with his phantom hand. He wrote, “I take myself out on geography,”
and considered his history as illustrated within the destruction of form to create
form. “We’ll start up any day now,” he wrote his sister. “And everything I feel will




The sawmill came first, and the utilitarian constraints of its design provided for
him a kind of solace. He constructed a flat and rectangular building with a
pinewood exterior stained so heavily, and so repeatedly, that it verged on being
black. He insisted that the building posses as few windows as possible, and the
windows which he did include in his design were installed just beneath where the
walls met the ceiling and at an angle slanting slightly upward, so that during each
sunrise and sunset, the light would not shine down, into the interior of the
building, but would form, rather, a blanket of light over the heads of the workers
below, making the sawmill appear roofless. And this effect, in turn, would later on
create for the mill’s the future employees (as their shifts both began and ended)
what seemed to be an impassable distance between the realm of industry and the
natural outside world. He wrote his sister, “Have you ever felt far down, off in the
bottom of it?”
He wrote his sister:
“The mill is finished. And the men down trees now at a pace unreal, hauling them
back on wagons and then running them through the saws, making more material.
I’m not tired. It feels good to work. In the morning the sun slants its light across the
surface of the river, like tremulous gold fingers, reaching for me, then washing off,
in a way I can’t describe.”
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“I’ve built homes for the crew this week. They’re nothing more than shacks but the
men seem happy for them. Each is comprised of one room, one door, and two front
facing windows. The youngest member of our crew, once I’d finished his shack,
asked me to stand outside and watch him as he crossed the threshold: he wanted
to wave to me from the window. I laughed. I set the structures in a row behind the
mill, with the windows facing the river, because these men remind me of myself—I
mean they are alone here. Last week I came down from the hill—I couldn’t bring
myself to build anything there— and live now in a lean-to resting against the back
wall of mill.”
“For months I’ve thought carefully about the design of the homes to be
constructed for the incoming employees. There are various styles. None working.
I’m building a town.”
“Last night my foreman (his name is Terry) invited me into his home. ‘Since I have a
roof over my head now,’ he said ‘I want to offer you a drink.’ We drank a dark beer
that he had received that morning through the mail. This went on for hours,
drinking, as weworked our way through most of the case, talking of nothing
important: plans, trees, night sounds. Then after a while he removed his shirt and
lay supine on the floor. ‘I know about you,’ he said. ‘It doesn’t matter to me.’ He
removed his pants, his underwear. ‘Are you looking at me the way a woman would
look at me?’ he asked. I remained silent, drinking, hearing the river through the
open windows. ‘You are,’ he said. ‘I can feel it. It’s been so long since I’ve felt it, a
woman seeing me: it feels the same. This feels the same. Look here. Keep yourself
on me.’ Often times I want nothing more than to plant all the trees back in the
ground again.”
“There arrived in the mail today the recommended design for the company
housing. Have you seen a shotgun house before? The papers upon which my own
designs were drawn have now been repurposed as further padding for my
mattress. A shotgun house is a rectangle. Its rooms are positioned in a line. The
door in every room opens onto another room. No pure communal spaces. No
hallways. The roof sits flat. From above, it bears the appearance of a coffin. I plan




By the time winter arrived (changing none the trees: the pines, the sorrowful
evergreens) Abe had laid out the town. The twinned shotgun houses had risen up
from the ground in a span of time that seemed like overnight. Then hordes of
workers were incoming daily on the trains to begin employment at the sawmill:
beat-up men with bad teeth who hauled along with them—into the nameless
country of Telephone—their wives, their daughters, their sons who wore boots
with holes in the heels, all so ill fed, kids more angry than sad.
The formation of the milltown had created a small circle in the forest of the pines.
Each of the town’s structures were made from pine: the mill, the homes, the
supply store, their little post office. Every surface felt the same. He wrote his
sister, “We’re trapped.” There existed no textural, visual, or material
differentiation to be found between the walls of industry and the walls of home,
between public and private. People couldn’t name this.
He wrote his sister, “There’s still somewhere to go however.”
Rising up, there loomed in the middle of the town the hill.
Through Abe’s design, the shotgun houses were constructed in rows which
compiled outward, from all sides, around the base of the hill. This manifested as
pressure.
He wrote his sister, “Because every town, like grief, needs a center: I have left
untouched the hill lifting up in an incredible-lonely incline over the town. I’ve left
uncut the trees at the top of the hill. This is a place to walk & to be alone. I go
there. I look out, view what I have done, have built—mausoleum, a town, myself.
The river ushers by, sad, sounding little, pulled between being here & continuously
being distancing. Lord. Feeling now the hurt of things done, old plans. I’m alone. At
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the top of the hill I am more alone.”
Abe stayed on in the town, working tirelessly, building a church, a schoolhouse,
multiple diners, a bar, a courthouse. Most the people in town didn’t know him by
name. When a new structure was required, the idea would be proposed to one of
the managers of the sawmill, who in turn gave the plans to Abe. He could still be
seen at night walking alone at the top of the hill, or going up or coming down.
Children were afraid of his hand, the missing one, as it continued to be the one he
elected to gesture with, waving, pointing, wiping the sweat from his eyes. Some
years passed. He wrote his sister, “I am my home.”
Later on, after a northern wind came over the river and caused the smell to eddy
within the town, he was found dead in his lean-to behind the mill. Men from the
sawmill buried him in a pinebox one morning before work. They sang a quick
hymn. No pastor showed. He’d never once left Telephone. The workers made a
tool shed from his lean-to.
Ann Burnett, the wife of one of the mill’s original employees, reflected on the early
days of Telephone, during its era as a company town, two decades after the
closing of the mill:
“We shouldered a kind of weight, somewhat like that heaviness of water that you
can feel when you’re swimming underwater, just trying to live our lives. Right
away things felt strange around here. The town was small but you could get lost.




selfsame windows. Men fought a lot with knives in the streets. Folks stood like
they were lost, staring up at the hill rising high. Women bore children. I bore
children. Eventually just about everyone had a husband or a son who’d lost a limb
or two working for the mill. Oftentimes a tree would just tip over on a man. My
Ted got his hand cut clean off by a plane-saw one morning as he reached for his
hat falling off. Then they sent him out into the woods to work for the hauling crew.
And not two months later a pine came crashing down on his leg, knocking him out.
So they amputated it with a splitting axe right where he lay, and when he finally
woke he was crying in my bed, trying to get up. He was only seventeen then. Then
he drank for the rest of life. Most of all, I remember the whistles. There were the
constant shift whistles coming from the mill, and they were like old birds. Too,
there were the train whistles from the trains always passing through. One
conductor, I never knew his name, would play a tune on his whistle so sorrowful
that it might make you cry. He piped it out loud when he was heading out of town,
and it was like he sang then what all of us could see but wouldn’t say. My husband,
well, he got the family for Christmas one year a set of encyclopedias, and later that
night our little Ellen read to us how it took a pine tree thirty years of growing
before it became good lumber. That number of years was the same number of
years as my life at that time. Ted was still whole. The conductor couldplay that
whistle so sad it seemed as if it spoke to you straight, making you want to say what
you saw, how the ending was right there in the starting off. Wanting you to say
how you saw it, along with everybody else. Then one night on a Sunday Ted finally
took himself from the house and on down to the river, crawling most the way, and
once there let the water have him. I was born and raised in this country, have lived
all of my life here in Texas, and because of that, as most folks know, there comes a
point when you don’t even think to call what you’re living under as being alone,
anymore, and so I just kept on, and I keep on, as you can see for yourself well
enough right now.”
V.T. Wayne’s work has appeared in Booth, The Brooklyn Review, H_NGM_N, Mid-
American Review, PANK, Parcel, Word Riot, and others. V.T. Wayne was born and
raised in Paris, Texas and then, later on in life, attended the MFA program at
Brown University.
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We were always hungry. We were never satisfied. We were curious, lost,
desperate. We were clawing at an uncertain future we wanted to belong to us. We
were six and eight, then seven and nine, eight and ten. Early nineties. The two of
us, sisters. Our bodies mere slips in time, underdeveloped, flimsy. We had
constant bruises from playing outside, tumbling on jungle gyms. The summer
brought three months of mosquito bites and sunburns. The winter brought pale
bodies that built forts out of old blankets and laundry baskets. Five minutes, five
days, five months, it was all the same. Time, this strange thing, never moving fast
enough. We wanted to be older. We wanted shapes to our bodies. We wanted
breasts and hips, wanted smooth legs and makeup on our faces. We wanted to
know the world. We wanted more, more clothes in our closets, more food on the
table. We wanted to fill our bellies until they burst, but instead there was toast
without jam for breakfast, school lunch of greasy ham sandwiches, salty meat for
dinner. The dry toast scratched our throats and the meat came in an individual
package, perfectly rectangular. The smell of it made you gag. We gathered our
change and bought a chocolate bar and soda from the school’s vending machine—
you preferred the soda while I tore at the chocolate—but still, sharing each of
them, swishing the sweetness around in our mouths, savoring each sugary bite like
it was the last we’d ever have. At home, we played music so loud it felt like our
eardrums were screaming. We sang along to our favorite lyrics and danced around
our room, the bed we shared our stage, feeling like we could have it all, all of it, all
of the world, until the moments just before our parents came home. Still, it was
never enough. Still, we ached for more.
We stood together in the shower, allowing the water to run too long as we always
did, feeling the steam fill our lungs while Mom banged on the door, saying, Make it
quick! You’re using up all the hot water! Laughing and clutching each other’s
hands, the water pouring hot all over our straight up and down bodies, our skin
red and pained, until in a flash the water turned cold, at first a welcome relief, and
we stared at each other’s face and dared the other to make the first move. We
wanted to win, to freeze, to feel only numbness in our bodies. Me, the youngest,
always giving in first, stepping away from the water’s icy darts, never able to stand
there once my skin turned blue. You with blue lips and shivering body and tiny




her hand against the door, threatening to call Dad. We turned the water off and
noted only a hint of something in the others’ eyes, something related to fear,
before we laughed, laughed so hard our bellies hurt, laughed so hard we needed to
swallow our laughs, wiped away our tears, you saying, She’s gonna kill us! Shh! but
laughing more nonetheless. We wrapped ourselves in towels and sat on the
bathroom floor, still shaking from the cold now absorbed into our skin, tucked
next to each other for warmth.
We wanted to be the women in fashion magazines. We wanted to be the women
on TV. We wanted to be the women on the street in business clothes. We wanted
to be the women laughing, arms wrapped around the men they loved. These
women, their bodies full, their eyes knowing. We wanted to know what they knew,
to understand the world in the way they did. We wanted to have babies like them
and carry them around in scarves strapped to our chest. We wanted to eat the
foods they ate, drink from the glasses they so elegantly brought to their lips. We
wanted to be any woman anywhere, just not Mom. Mom was tired and in pain, her
skin sallow, her eyelids heavy from the medication she numbed herself with. We
didn’t want to be her. We didn’t want to hear her say, Girls, rub my back, and see
our little hands pounding against the flesh of her low spine, next to the faded
flower tattoo that we hated. We didn’t want her love with our Dad, an angry,
exhausted love. We wanted only pure love, uncomplicated love, love that wrapped
around you and kept you safe, kept you from needing anything else.
Once, we ran away. Mom made you so mad—who knows what about—and you
came into the bedroom where I sat, brushing my Barbie’s long blonde hair, your
face red, your body shaking. You threw open the closet door and pulled out the
overnight bag we used when we stayed at Grandmom and Grandpop’s house, and
announced that we would be leaving. “Take what you can carry!” you said, a line
you learned from a TV show. We were excited, laughing. We threw in our favorite
clothes and two Barbies and your Walkman and three tapes: Madonna, Alanis, and
Michael, and I snuck into the bathroom to get our toothbrushes but forgot the
toothpaste. We carried the bag, each taking a strap, out of the bedroom and
through the hallway and past the living room where Mom laid on the couch
watching her shows the way she always did, and even though you told me not to,
even though you said we needed to walk straight out the door and not turn
around, I looked at Mom as we left, looked her hard in the face, my anger at
whatever she’d said to you permeating through my scrunched up nose, my angled
eyebrows, and just as I was about to turn away, she looked right at me, and
watched us go. The town we lived wasn’t a place we had been taught to fear. A
neighbor would find us soon enough, I thought, but we climbed into the density of
20
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woods behind our house without anyone calling our names. We tried to make fire,
but they didn’t teach you that in Girl Scouts, only in Boy Scouts. We sat together,
playing with sticks in the dirt, singing songs and talking and laughing like we
always did, realizing after an hour that we forgot to steal crackers from the
cabinets, until it got dark and we got scared and went home. By then Dad was
home, too, and we pulled our bag up onto the porch and through the front door
and they were both in the living room. Dad smiled for just a second before his face
hardened and he pulled his gaze back to the TV. Mom didn’t look at us. That night,
I tucked into bed next to you and heard you cry. They don’t even care, you said in a
hot rush of breath. For three days they tried to ignore us. Dad gave in after one.
Mom didn’t.
And then, as if overnight, your body began to change, to morph, like a butterfly’s.
You discovered boys, exploring them behind the red brick of the middle school,
while I stayed firmly rooted in a younger grade, jealous and bewildered by your
maturity. I wanted to know everything you did. In the grassy patch behind the
gym, you let a boy put his hand up your shirt, down your pants, anywhere he
wanted to, let him hunger for you, let him discover you, let him help you discover
yourself. You came home and kept me full on details, but I still wanted more. What
did it look like? I asked. What does kissing feel like? Wrinkly, you said. Wet.
One year later, reunited in your school, you were already floating away. On our
walks to the bus stop, the men in the neighborhood noticed you, they called to
you. They wanted to know you, to see you. I was your invisible sidekick, ready to
yell at anyone if I had to. I was too loud, you said. I was too protective. Chill out,
you scolded. You were becoming someone else entirely. Boys are just curious, you
told me. But these were men. You pulled your shirt over your head, the one Mom
saw you leave in, and tucked it away in your school bag, revealing another shirt
that exposed your body from the bottom of your ribs to the top of your hips, your
bellybutton a tight knot centered on your long torso. I watched your eyes like
icicles stare straight ahead as they said, Take it off, girl! Shut up, asshole, you fired
back gleefully.
In school, I watched you huddle with other girls I’d never seen before. You moved
elegantly through the hallways, you painted your nails and flipped your hair over
your shoulder just the right way. The other kids flocked around you. Teachers
liked you. You didn’t even seem to care about being popular.
And me? I yearned to be you. But even more, I yearned to be us. I put socks in my




and straightened my hair. The other girls are boring, you said, and brought me
back into your circle, the circle of just the two of us. We wore belly tops and cut-
offs, drank beer with senior boys. The attention we bathed in. We needed to hear
it, we needed their love, the love from all of these boys, craved it. We sipped their
Coors and smoked their Newports and let them call us baby and buy us steak
sandwiches and greasy pizza, which we ate in small bites in front of them, never
revealing how hungry we actually were. It was the year of the cicadas. They come
above ground every seventeen years just to make love, you said in a way that
meant you saw poetry in this. They must be pretty horny, one of the senior boys
said. We told everyone we were older. We rubbed blush on our cheeks, black on
our eyes, red on our lips. She’s sixteen, you said, pointing to me. She’s eighteen, I
said. Age was irrelevant, we decided. It was just time. It no longer mattered once
we decided we could control it. We could do anything, we’d laugh.
You knew how to make each of these boys feel special. You’d make them want
you, but let only a few in. You’d purr their names and laugh at their jokes. Boys are
all the same, you said, you just have to know how to play their game. When a
certain boy came around, a certain boy you liked more than the others, you looked
at me with your darkened eyes and said it was time for me to go home. I crawled
into our open window and repositioned the pillows we’d placed in the shape of our
bodies under the covers. I fell asleep listening to the crickets chirp and heard you
come in and curl next to me just as light filled the room and cicadas began to
scream. We were us again until we were not.
*
We became adults, not the women in the magazines, not the women on TV, not
even the women with briefcases, but women nonetheless. I fell in love with a quiet
man who loved me deeply, and married him. You let everyone fall in love with you.
You had boyfriends for different reasons, you said. An insurance man for
structure, a drummer for fun, a bartender for the free drinks. You were pragmatic,
undiscerning.
On a day in January, we held hands and approached Mom’s still body together. It
was freezing, the sky a stressful gray. Distant relatives thought we were twins.
Mom looked like loose plastic, her skin plumped up in places that didn’t make
sense, more makeup on her face than we’d ever seen her wear in life. We didn’t
cry. Relatives looked at us with sad eyes. Dad hugged us and said My girls, oh, my
girls. We didn’t say it to out loud, but I wondered if you were thinking it too: we’d
won. We hadn’t become her. She hadn’t lived long enough to see us become her.
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After, we sat together in the house I owned with the man I loved, drinking glasses
of chardonnay, eating expensive cheese, fancy crackers, surrounded by the beige
walls with accents of chartreuse the designer I’d hired said was the thing for that
year. Suddenly you stopped talking as though your breath had left you. I asked
you, What is it? What’s wrong? You looked at me, smiled your older sister smile,
pushed my hair behind my ear and said, You, my darling. You’ve found it. I looked
at you. Found what? I asked. Your palms faced upward, gestured to the room
around us. Happiness.
You moved, you were always moving. You left the state with a new man who loved
you. We moved to a bigger home when I became pregnant. We transformed an
office into a room with pale walls and a crib. You returned every other call I made.
You sent a big package of baby-related things in the mail. You signed a note that
said Hold on to it. By the time we found out the baby’s heart had stopped, we were
already moved in to the new home, and the pale room became a shut door we
walked by when moving from the bedroom to the bathroom in the middle of the
night, scrappy fragments of dreams still lingering in our heads.
I sat at home to paint—I’d decided I wanted to become a painter—but did nothing
more than stare out of a window with a blank canvas on an easel in front of me. I
had stocked cabinets, granite countertops, a duplex and a two car-garage. There
was food on the table, hot water in the shower that never ran cold, yoga on
Saturdays, spin-class on Mondays, enough clothes to keep me warm. My husband
was a kind, gentle man who worked too much. But still. I remembered what you’d
said and knew you’d been wrong. I was completely, utterly empty. I hungered. I
craved.
The unborn baby became something my husband and I never talked about; a silent
ghost that lingered around us as we sat watching reruns on a Friday night. For
weeks, the package you sent sat alone in the closed room, in case we decided we’d
try again. But we didn’t.
It was easy enough to convince myself I wasn’t in love. It was easy enough to say I
never wanted any of this. It wasn’t a lie to say this wasn’t how I thought it would all
look. Anxiously I packed a suitcase, the way we once had, and left a note for my
husband to read when he returned home from work. I moved into an apartment,
ridding myself of the excesses that I thought I wanted. I found another man I’d
rather be with, dove into his arms and left the only man I’d known to love me. This




it in his early twenties. During the day I tucked into a dusty, cobwebbed corner of
my apartment, near a window that overlooked a parking lot, and painted awful
pictures. When the man finished work he took me out for lavish dinners, and I
slept with him in his bed that smelled of his cologne, and in the mornings, I
returned to my apartment. I convinced myself this was happiness, that now,
finally, I could tell you the truth, that I was happy. I called to tell you, hoping you’d
congratulate me, hoping you’d tell me I was right, I so desperately needed you to
tell me I was right. But instead your voice on the other end stopped, and I thought
it was a bad connection, until you said, Why? Why on earth would you do that?
I left that man and moved on to another, still technically married to the first. I
discovered black mold in a corner of my apartment. The mattress I slept on
squeaked. I often cried at night. I was comforted by a teakettle I thought to take
with me, my one possession from the life I’d left. But I wasn’t yet ready to return to
our home, to admit defeat. I was searching for anything. The world had to be more
than it was. It couldn’t merely be all I’d known it to be. The third man treated me
nicely for the first three weeks, and then he didn’t. You moved home, pregnant,
happy, your face glowing. You’d chosen a part-time artist, full-time teacher, for the
empathy and the suffering. You were thirty-seven and defying time. You could do
anything.
You visited me in my tiny apartment. Are you satisfied? I asked you. Are you
happy? You tilted your head, thought about this. Happy? Yes. You said. Satisfied?
Never. You looked around the room we sat in, listened as a downstairs neighbor
yelled at her teenage daughter. You can hunger, you said, gently, laying your hand
on top of mine, just don’t let it eat you up. We waited for the teakettle on the stove
to cry out, and you stayed with me through three cups.
I could feel it happening again, you floating away from me. You had a baby to care
for, a man to give your love. What will become of us? I asked you over the phone.
When will we be us again? I demanded, my voice sounding strange. What do you
mean? You paused. We’ve always been us, you said.
I moved home to my heartsick husband. I should be better, I told him. I looked at
myself in the mirror. You’re thirty-five, I said to the mirror. You should be better
by now. Life had become a vacuous space settled in between expectation and
reality. But what was the expectation? What had we been preparing for? I
attended weekly couples therapy and cooked big meals. I bought a dog to replace
the specter of the baby. I called you less, because you were busy more. I folded
myself back into my old life and you tucked happily into your new one, and time
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moved on in the way it always does, because what I realized is that we were wrong
all those years ago: time, this strange thing, isn’t something we can control.
*
And so sometimes, when I think things have settled enough, when my husband
leaves for work and the dishes have been put away and the dog has been walked
and the house is still and quiet, I play music loud, so loud, and look at photos of us
as young girls, and I stare at us, at the hunger in our eyes, at the other lives we’d
craved, and I feel something catch in my throat, something that’s not really there
at all, something I can’t quite cough away.
Alisha Ebling is a writer based in Philadelphia. Her fiction and essays can be seen
in Junto Magazine, The Avenue, The Rumpus, Luna Luna Magazine, The Head &
The Hand Press, Bangalore Review, Crab Fat Literary Magazine, Dhaka Tribune,
Apiary Magazine, The Stockholm Review, and other anthologies in Philadelphia
and abroad. She holds an MA in Creative Writing from Oxford Brookes University.
In her writing she explores family, femininity, and the relationships that shape us.






On Sunday mornings, the bagman burns his receipts. His wife sleeps late on these
days, but the bagman rises early, layers the charcoal in the smoker box, uses
lighter fluid to flame it to a brilliant, chalky whiteness. In the refrigerator, the pork
shoulder is in its brine. When the charcoal is ready, he adds chunks of hickory, and
as they begin to smolder, as the smoke begins to puff up from the small metal
chimney at the top of the smoker, the bagman takes out his wallet, removes the
week’s receipts, and drops them one by one into the smoker box where they curl
and blacken and fall away to ash.
The bagman knows that he could throw them in the trash, knows that no one is
looking for these receipts, and since he uses cash, no one can prove much of
anything anyway, but he likes the ritual of the burning, likes to see the last shred
of incrimination wither and fade. There is power in this act, and power is
important to the bagman, more important, maybe, than anything else.
He has the pork on the smoker by the time his wife rises. She shuffles out to hug
him good morning, to smell the wood smoke that clings to his clothes and his
beard, then she goes inside and begins her day – moving through the house like an
eraser, making all the detritus of the weekend disappear so that they can head
into the new week in an orderly fashion, then to the bathroom, where she preps
and primps before being spirited to shop or visit friends or run errands – and the
bagman is left alone outside. He sits in his chair and watches the smoke chug out
of the short chimney. Once every hour he stands, opens the smoker’s lid, and
mops the pork with a sauce made of vinegar, apple juice, and spices. By the time
the pork is ready, his wife will return, and she will sit while he slowly pulls the meat
from the bone, and she will tell him about her day, about the silly, inconsequential
things that she did with the money he gives her. Because it went low and slow for
nine hours, just like his father taught him, the meat shreds easily with a fork.
“Controlling the temperature’s your first priority,” his father told him, many years
ago. “You’ve got to be patient. Don’t overreact to some little fluctuation.” The
bagman holds this in his mind each Sunday, makes sure that in the midst of
everything else – Geremy and Frank and all the rest of it – he has a handle on the
rate of this burning.
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A month after his father’s funeral, the bagman went to lunch with Tony, his
father’s best friend. Tony coaches youth sports, and at the lunch, he told the
bagman what his father did. In addition to the string of pawnshops, the bagman
inherited from his father a love for the state university’s football team. They went
to games together, tailgated, drank bourbon and cheered wildly, but his father
was not a booster. Tony explained this to the bagman. A booster is a known
quantity for coaches, administrators, other teams, the NCAA. A booster has a
monetary affiliation with the university. A booster cannot do the things that the
bagman does.
There was a time when the bagman imagined himself in a box suite at the stadium,
imagined himself and his wife cheering and drinking expensive liquor and eating
expensive food. He had seen those people before, the high-level donors, and he
thought that he wanted what they had, the notoriety, the influence. He thought
that all of this was possible, but when he sat at lunch with Tony, he began to
understand that he was not one of those people.
There are many things about being a bagman that the bagman dislikes. The kids
are flighty, their whims shifting and fluttering with no rhyme or reason. Just when
you think you have a recruit locked up, just when you think he’ll honor his word –
the word that you’ve paid for – he decides he really does want to visit LSU or
Alabama or Tennessee. And then there are the 7-on-7 coaches, always looking for
a little bit of side cash to sway their players to your school. When the bagman
meets these men, he makes it clear that the money he’s handing out is one-time-
only, but even he doesn’t believe this. Two weeks before signing day, the coach
will post something on Facebook or Twitter about his player decommitting, and
the bagman will have to drive back out to some parking lot in the southern part of
the city, will have to go through the whole process again.
The bagman has had a scare, a knuckle-charged shock of a scare that has left him
wandering through his house in a daze these past few weeks. Geremy Renfroe is
missing, has been missing for nearly a month now, and the bagman knows that
something ineffable can be taken from him very easily now. He watches the
reports on TV, reads the message boards for chatter and rumors, and when it
becomes clear that Geremy’s uncle, Frank, is a person of interest in the case, the
bagman begins to wait for what he knows will happen next. There is some
measure of power in the waiting – not in the act itself but in the knowledge that
comes with it. He redirects his mind to the waiting, breathing deep, gulping





When the bagman’s father died in a car crash eight years ago, the inheritance of
the pawnshops was smooth. There were no other children, and his father was the
sole proprietor. Just a lot of paperwork, really, and then the bagman went from an
underpaid store manager at one of the shops to the owner of the whole string.
His shop, the shop he once managed and that he still runs five days a week, sits on
the southern edge of the city, halfway between dilapidated row houses and a
working class suburb. He does business with both classes of people. He gives the
old black men from the city cash advances and short-term, high-interest loans. He
is not licensed to do this, but none of the men complain. They have come here for
years for this service, and the bagman does not extend it to anyone else. The
rednecks from the suburb bring him their too-expensive HD televisions, their car
stereos, their children’s laptops. He writes out receipts, holds the property, and
eventually, when they cannot afford to buy it back, he sells it at a profit to other
rednecks. His business is done in cash, which is the way his father designed it. He
does not court new business at this location, does not advertise with billboards or
mailers the way his other shops in the city advertise. He relies on word of mouth.
He is known here, on the edge of things, and his customers recommend him to
their friends, mention one another when they come in looking to make a deal. The
bagman’s bank account swells with money from the other locations – deposited by
the men who manage those locations – but the bagman has little to do with those
other shops. To do otherwise would be to court disaster. Too much of the business
in his shop is done in the margins, and while the money he makes doing this
marginal business isn’t substantial, he enjoys the process of it. He likes skirting the
rules and handling what must be handled to keep that skirting quiet. He likes
knowing more than anyone else – his managers, his wife – can know. Having a
handle on things, keeping life steady and even is the finest form of control the
bagman knows.
When business is slow at the shop, the bagman sits behind the counter and
watches videos that he finds posted on Instagram and YouTube by
dermatologists, who have recorded the process of removing cysts, extracting
blackheads, slowly bleeding clogged pores of their accumulated build-up. The
bagman does not know why he watches the videos. It is not sexual, though he has
not told anyone that he watches these videos, especially not his wife, who would
assume some level of complicity in the action, some desire to be the popper or the
poppee. The bagman is not alone in this fascination. There is a whole vast
community that enjoys these videos, people who comment on them, ask for more,
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discuss technique and approach. There are popper chat rooms and message
boards, though he does not go to these. He does not have any interest in
discussing the videos he watches, does not see this as a hobby that requires
interaction with other people. It is his and his alone, a ritual that he indulges for his
own sake and for his own reasons. There is no need for connection; there is only
need of the act itself, the watching, and in this, he takes great pleasure.
Geremy Renfroe was a middle linebacker who projected as a safety at the next
level. The bagman identified him early – saw him play on a JV team and
immediately knew the boy would be good. That night, he reached out to Tony who
reached out to the coaches who acknowledged that yes, they were interested in
Geremy and that, yes, any help that could be provided would be appreciated. The
next day, the bagman introduced himself to Frank.
The bagman’s wife is cheating on him. Has been, he thinks, for at least eight
months. Finding out was an accident. She, soaking in the bathtub, asked him to
retrieve her phone from her purse downstairs. He obliged, and halfway up the
staircase, the phone buzzed in his palm, and he looked at the screen, saw a text
message from a strange number. It took him three weeks of sneaking her phone
from her purse before he figured out her pass code. It was his high school football
jersey number, repeated four times, and when the phone finally opened for him,
he found the texts, all of them.
That day, when the phone made itself available, his wife was in her garden, tending
her spriglets of rosemary and basil, her still-green tomatoes. He felt a slow drone
of fear creep into his knuckles, the same sensation that came when, as a boy, he
took the snap, dropped back, and realized his receivers would all be covered.
Then, he’d simply tightened his grip on the ball, tucked it, and plowed ahead for a
small gain, though now he had nothing to grip but the phone, no hole to run
through, no way to release the mounting tension in his joints.
After a time, he locked the phone and slid it back into her purse. When she came
to him, sweaty, dirt arcing her brow, he kissed her fully, eyes closed, hands groping
for some purchase at her hips.
In the popping clips, the doctors use a range of tools to extract the blackheads, to
burst the pimples, to wiggle the cysts’ off-white dirtiness from their patients’ flesh.
There is a metal instrument, a slender, hooked device that is pushed around the
pore, looping the blackhead free of the skin. The bagman likes these videos, but




him on some base level: a quick piercing with the needle, the rocking motion of
fingers around the edge of the wound, coaxing the filth free. Sometimes what
comes free is a hard lump that must jostle its way out of the wound. Other times, it
is a slow leak of fluid, puss that must be shed from the wound until rich, dark blood
replaces the glistening whiteness. The bagman likes these videos very much.
There is a release, after that initial piercing and pushing, a slow freeing, a feeling of
relief that swells within him, though he doesn’t understand why he should feel
these things, watching strangers being cleansed.
Sometimes, it seems like all of the kids the bagman meets have an uncle, a caring
father-stand-in who is only interested in what’s best for his nephew.
At his first meeting with Frank Renfroe, the bagman said, “I want you to know how
much we value Geremy,” and Frank nodded, smiled, said that actions spoke louder
than words, that he would be handling the recruitment for his nephew.
The bagman’s first recruit was Leonard Goston, a defensive end from the city’s
largest high school. The boy was tall and lean, and the bagman liked the easy way
he smiled when he spoke of the schools recruiting him. There was a confidence
there, a steady knowledge that the schools needed him – wanted him – and
Goston was cocksure enough to cater to that desire. When the bagman gave his
first fumbling innuendo, his first, “Is there anything we can do for you or your
family?” Goston had earnestly told him that his mother’s car was about to give out,
that she needed to be able to get to work and back.
The bagman arranged for Goston’s mother to receive a pre-owned Camry –
something believable, something in her price range – from a sympathetic car
dealer in the north part of the city. He made sure that the Camry was fully
equipped, installed the stereo himself, out back of his shop. When he delivered it
to Goston, the boy shook his hand and thanked him. In the years since, only
Geremy has been as polite to the bagman, and then, it was only on that last night.
The bagman paid Goston, his mother, and his coach close to forty thousand dollars
over the course of a year. Much of that money was culled from interest on the
under-the-counter loans he offered to his customers, but a chunk of it came from
other bagmen, people who the bagman never met, people who funneled the
money to him through Tony. There was plausible deniability for all of them. It can’t
be a network, Tony said, if no one knows each other.
During that first year, the bagman worried that his wife would discover this
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indiscretion, but after a time, the fear left him. He handled the bills, handled the
budget. There was a steady stream of reported, taxed money that flowed in from
the rest of the pawnshops, and he never had to tell his wife that they’d be
tightening their belts. He gave out extra loans, didn’t report some sales, and just
like that, he had the money he needed.
During the seventh game of his freshman season, Leonard Goston recorded his
first sack – a pivotal, jaw-breaker of a hit on Auburn’s easily-rattled quarterback –
and in the stands, in his normal seats, the bagman had hooted and whistled, had
clapped his hands and said, “That’s my boy” while all around him other fans
clapped and cheered and heard nothing and knew nothing. In that fine moment,
the bagman knew that he would keep doing this, keep feeding this feeling, for the
rest of his life.
His wife does not much care for football anymore. When they were younger, she’d
sit and watch games with him, though the act was less about the sport and more
about his presence, his enthusiasm. She cheered because he cheered, and now, all
these years later she does not watch and she does not cheer because he does do
those things.
He thinks that maybe he doesn’t know her at all, this once-girl who floats in and
out of his days in a cloud of lavender body mist. For many years the bagman did all
of the laundry. He enjoyed the process of it, the steady rhythm of clothes in,
clothes out, of sorting and folding and arranging in drawers and closets. His wife
did the cleaning – insisted upon it – but she let him handle that mundane chore, let
him portion out the fabric softener, let him fluff still-warm towels into the
bathroom cabinets. There came a point though where her anger boiled over,
where his inability to follow her complex instructions became too much for her.
Shirt A must be washed on delicate and not dried. Shirt B should be washed with
whites even though it is pink, and it should be dried on Permanent Press. Skirt C
can be neither washed nor dried. Eventually, he ceded the task to her, let her wash
her own things, and now he does one small load of clothes – his clothes – each
week.
There is a reporter assigned to the investigation for the city’s newspaper. Initially,
the disappearance was handled by a sportswriter, but as the weeks have shuffled
on, one of the writers on the city beat has taken the reins. He charts Geremy’s last
movements, from the night he disappeared, again and again: home for dinner at
seven, the disagreement with his uncle at the table, leaving to run an errand he




reporter reiterates the lack of an alibi for Frank, who left Geremy’s house shortly
after he did, and he discusses the dark history of recruiting handlers in the state,
of men who bled every drop of money they could from their nephews, sons,
grandsons.  The bagman reads the articles each morning while he sits on the porch
with his wife. They take their coffee together, their chairs so close that their legs
brush against one another. He considers reaching out for her hand from time to
time, but he doesn’t do this, doesn’t make this movement. Instead, he focuses on
the articles he reads, on the case that is slowly emerging against Frank. It is
circumstantial, yes, and the bagman doesn’t think an arrest will come unless
something more is discovered, but the repetition of Frank’s name still troubles
him, still gives him that crackle of tension in his joints.
The bagman does not have pimples or blackheads himself, has none of these small
wounds to cleanse from his face or back in the bathroom mirror. He’s always had
good skin – a gift of genetics or good diet, he is not sure which – but sometimes he
wishes for a growth to form at the side of his nose, bulbous and protruding,
something that he can watch in its evolution. He imagines it swelling, drawing the
eyes of the people in his shop, growing larger with each day until, finally, he can
stand its presence no longer, until he can use a needle to break its surface, use his
fingers to ease out all of the filth.
Geremy’s recruitment was not as easy as Goston’s. Once or twice a month, the
bagman took a stack of cash from the safe in his office, went to a furniture store or
a clothing store or an electronics store, and bought something nice for the
Renfroes. He discovered early on that it was not money they wanted, that they
were not interested in envelopes of cash. Regular payments would not be
disbursed, and so the bagman found an alternative. Gifts. A new flat-screen TV for
their living room. A new sectional that would fit nicely in Frank’s apartment. A
new laptop for Geremy – to help with his schoolwork, the bagman told Frank,
smiling.
Newness was the key to all of the purchases. Frank did not want second-hand
castoffs from the bagman’s shop. He wanted to be treated well, and so the bagman
treated him well. He pretended at being frustrated by this when he spoke with
Tony, but the bagman secretly enjoyed this. He liked feeling the cash bulging
against the confines of his wallet, liked the eyes of the clerks who rang up his
purchases when he peeled off crisp hundred dollar bills, liked, of course, holding
the receipts until Sunday so that they could be burned down to ash.
His wife always showers when she gets home, always sluices off what she says is
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sweat from her time at the gym, but the bagman understands that it is more than
that. The bagman sits downstairs and listens to the water pattering on the tile.
Just knowing that he could stand, walk upstairs, let himself into their bathroom, sit
on the closed toilet, say, “I know about Hayden,” is enough for him. Holding this
card, clutching it tight, is enough to level off the jealousy and anger, enough to give
him back what he felt slipping from him when he saw that first text message, and
he can wait a while longer to bring an end to things.
The night Geremy disappeared, the bagman’s burner cell rang. His wife was out,
gone to the place she’d rather be, and the bagman, sitting on his porch drinking a
beer, answered on the first ring.
“I need to talk to you about something,” Geremy said.
“Where’s Frank?” the bagman asked. “He doesn’t like me talking to you directly.”
“My uncle doesn’t…I just need to talk to you,” the boy said, and the bagman
agreed, named a parking lot in an abandoned strip mall. He finished his beer
before he left the house.
For many years the bagman marinated his pork instead of brining it. The marinade
had been his father’s recipe, one that called for many of the same ingredients that
the bagman still uses for his mopping sauce. The old man believed his marinade
could seep into the meat, could tenderize it and prepare it for the slow crusting of
that low, steady heat. The bagman does not use this recipe any longer, though he
couldn’t tell you why. The first time he brined his meat – a straight brine, just
pickling salt and water – he feared that this would be a tipping point for him, the
end of his progression away from his father, but when the meat took on the smoke
and the dry rub flavoring, when he discovered it glistening with melted fat as he
pulled it, he knew that he’d been right to veer off in this way.
There were tears in Geremy’s eyes when he told the bagman that he wanted to go
to LSU. The bagman was leaning against his truck, his arm draped over the side,
into the bed.
“I don’t want you to be mad at me,” the boy said.
“My uncle doesn’t like it, but I just got to do what’s right for me,” the boy said.




“I’ll pay you back for everything when I make the league,” the boy said.
There is a freshman at a high school in the city. He is a receiver, a tall, lanky boy
who still has baby-fat cheeks. When he goes up for a jump ball, the bagman can see
him in his team’s uniform, can see him hauling those passes down from an All-
American quarterback purchased from some other city by some other bagman. He
knows that he cannot create the entire team, that he does not possess that
amount of power or influence, but he can do his part. The receiver’s father is a
janitor, his mother a dollar store manager. The bagman can feel the itch of
discovery gnawing at him, the desire to know the best approach to these people,
and he knows that soon he will reach out – not yet, it is still too early – and that
once he reaches out, he will finesse a strategy from them. Maybe he will deliver
cash or maybe he will provide new vehicles. Maybe he will give them some benefit
he hasn’t even come up with yet. The possibilities thrill him. And he knows, of
course, that the boy might say no to his team, that he might decide to go to Auburn
or Georgia or LSU. The bagman will not slip again. It was so easy with Geremy. The
boy, crying earnestly. When the bagman reached down and felt his fingers graze
the heavy jack-handle, he felt control slip from him. It is not a mistake he will make
again, he tells himself.
In the slow bleed of his life, the bagman knows that his time might still come, that
the things he has done might well lead him to ruin. He knows that one day he
might confront his wife, or that maybe she will see the popping videos. The
different possibilities don’t matter, because the result will be the same, he knows:
she will leave him for Hayden, and he will be alone. These things could come to
pass.
And then there might one day be the knock at the door, and the bagman will be led
away from this life and into another. If that day comes, the bagman knows that he
will be able to fight off tears, that he will be able to control himself. When he
permits himself to think about it, he wonders sometimes why Frank hasn’t already
spoken his name. He marvels at the thought that perhaps, to Frank, he is of such
little consequence that he’s not even worth mentioning.
They’ll not find Geremy, the bagman is certain. He is buried, in a deep part of the
woods that sprawl out from edge of the city, that bracket it from the suburbs.
Many times, the bagman thinks of himself as belonging in these woods, the wild,
harried margin between places.
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They will not find Geremy, and after a time, the story will go away. The reporter
and the police and everyone else will look at Frank, will think that this man got
away with something, this man is lucky to have gotten out from underneath his
crime. But the bagman knows that luck and fate are not real. He knows that the
only lives we can live are those we carve out for ourselves. The story will fade, and
the bagman will forget that any of this ever even happened, will focus instead on
this young man, this receiver, who will be such a fine addition to his team. All of
this will come to pass, and in the meantime, the bagman will wait and will be happy
in the waiting.
Christopher Lowe is the author of Those Like Us: Stories (SFASU Press, 2011) and
You’re the Tower: Essays (Yellow Flag Press, 2016). His writing has appeared in
Brevity, Third Coast, Bellevue Literary Review, Fiction Southeast, and War,
Literature, and the Arts. He lives in Lake Charles, LA, where he teaches in the MFA






DREAM OF A DISAPPEARING ACTOR
I ring the buzzer to Michael Keaton’s apartment in a still un-gentrified part of
Brooklyn. We walk, unnoticed, as he tells me he knows a great place to eat lunch.
We arrive at a Syrian restaurant and bakery and there is a long line to order. I say
I’ll stand in line and he says he’ll find a table. I notice one of the Zagat reviews
hanging in the window claiming the restaurant to be “Backyard Chic” and “a place
to get fresh baked pita, and sit at a picnic table with throw away tablecloths.”
When it is my turn, I order what I had heard the last person in line order, not
knowing what to expect. I get my number and then wander down a hall that I think
may go towards the restrooms or another seating area. Then, as I get to the end of
the narrow hallway, there is a man who moves from my left, out of a walk-in
refrigerator, into another room, holding a long machete-like knife. To my right
there is a padded cell with old brown bloodstains on the walls. I look further in to
see a large, muddy pig hanging upside down from its legs, blindfolded and
struggling, but silent. Another man is smiling as he tries to hold its’ body still. The
man with the knife dances around feigning jabs at the pig while he laughs, but also
is silent. Before they notice me, I turn and walk back to the restaurant and find it
completely empty and Michael Keaton has disappeared.
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THE FOUNDER’S DAY RACE AND THE PINK CAKES
Each August an Illinois town celebrates its’ incorporation with a week long
carnival in the large, grassy central square. There are popcorn and cotton candy
makers, amusement park rides, clowns and ponies. And it all culminates in, “The
Founder’s Day Race”, where the county mausoleum opens up the crypts of the
two founders of the town, dead now for over a century, and positions the bodies
into modified mannequin stands that holds their legs, waists and necks in place, as
they are shipped to the back of the beloved local bakery in a decorated hearse.
Meanwhile, two eight-foot tall cakes, with an inner-mold that keeps the center of
the cake hollow, are baked. Each cake is then lifted up with a forklift and carefully
placed on top of each founder, encasing them. Finally, the fragile cakes are walked
down the street on dollies to the square.
The captain of the football team and the mayor traditionally run the race. It is a
200- yard straight sprint. At 50 yards the cakes are placed side by side and both
runners dash up to the cake and hug it until they uncover each founder. With pink
frosting and yellow cake all over their bodies, they carry their founder by the belt
and neck as arms flail. After another 50 yards, there are 2 canvases on easels. Each
runner dips the founder’s finger or hand into a blue inkwell and creates an
abstract painting. After each runner is satisfied with their work, which can take up
to a half hour, they drop their body and sprint to the finish line. They are met with
wild applause as they are hosed off. Behind them a swarm of children run onto the
race path, stuffing their mouths with the pieces of cake, off of the dollies, the




BARBER SHOP IN A CHINESE RESTAURANT
I am having dinner with my parents at a Chinese restaurant. It is quiet, with white
tablecloths and dim lighting. Only one other couple is eating and whispering to
one another in the other corner, as traditional chiming music plays. When we are
done with our noodles, waiting for the check, my mother asks me, “Do you want a
haircut for desert?” I walk over to a large barber’s chair where a middle-aged
Polish woman with long bleach blonde bangs and long pink nails chews gum and
says, “Name’s ‘Trixie’, pick a fortune.” I lift the cover of the blue Barbicide and then
pull on a thin ticker tape that rises out of the disinfectant. The fortune is in Polish. I
give the paper to her and she reads it to herself, throws it on the ground, and
begins to cut my hair frantically. Then, I notice outside, across the street, a
commuter train rolls off the tracks, down an ivy-covered mound into the street.
The ivy starts growing over the train, then grows into the restaurant towards my
feet. Trixie continues cutting.
Austin Sanchez-Moran received his MFA in Poetry from George Mason
University, where he was a Laanan Fellow and then an Honors Fellow. His poems
and short fiction have been published or are forthcoming in Catamaran Literary
Journal, Denver Quarterly, Laurel Review, and Salamander, among others.
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There was a line outside the women’s restroom. Inside, someone had left a human 
heart in a transplant container. Women who’d seen it described its shape like a 
fist: brown with blue stinking edges, pipes in and out, like old fashioned plumbing. 
The heart had spoken to them about their past, they’d seen it twitch; flip a beat.
A woman sobbed inside and a chill spread through the line. Outside, in the parking 
lot, the August light whited out all the vehicles. When she emerged from the 
bathroom, she claimed the heart was watching her while her hands shook, her 
ears rang. She felt older and tired in its presence as if her own heart wanted to 
stop and stay still.
I’m scared, exclaimed a young girl, her forehead beaded with sweat. A blonde who 
visited the heart twice, twitched up, leaned towards the girl. There’s nothing to 
worry, she said. What if the heart knows my thoughts, the girl asked.  It’s possible, 
the blonde replied.
Two women in flannel shirts decided to go in together. The stark brightness of the 
bathroom flashed for a moment. The power flickered. Must be the heart, a black 
woman whispered. Another female suggested making an offering to the heart. It’s 
that time of the year when the spirits descend, she said with a nod of familiarity 
while collecting money to buy Snickers and bottled water. A police car and an 
ambulance stopped at the entrance of the building.
The officer urged everyone to go back to work. The white-gloved attendant 
grabbed the transplant container and rushed back to the ambulance.
The blonde and the sobbing lady tightened their lips, looking beyond the 
ambulance merging with the traffic as if committing something to memory. They 
thought they’d found the roundness love is supposed to bring, they’d put it to 
greater use. They’d understood how a heart, snug in its own body, found solace in 
its constant rise and fall, but now, after face to face with the heart in the 




Tara Isabel Zambrano lives in Texas. Her work has been published or is 
forthcoming in Lunch ticket, Moon City Review, Gargoyle, Juked, Parcel and 
others. She moved from India to the United States two decades ago and is an 
Electrical Engineer by profession.
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WE STAYED UP HALF THE NIGHT TOGETHER IN FANTASTIC
CONVERSATION EXCHANGING THE MUNDANE IN ALL ITS EMPOWERING
GLORY I JUST WANT THE SAFETY OF A SLUMBER PARTY I WANT TO BE A
SEMIPROFESSIONAL RECREATIONAL SPOONER A SPOONER OF BODIES
A SPOONER OF POST-PLATONIC FORMS
DESTROY HOMOPHOBIA WITH DIALOGUE ITS MORE THAN JUST THE LAW
OH SHIT DXDE IS THIS AN AUBADE?
“Worship this world of watercolor mood
in glass pagodas hung with veils of green
where diamonds jangle hymns within the blood
and sap ascends the steeple of the vein.
Again we are deluded and infer
that somehow we are younger than we were.”
-Sylvia Plath, who rode to initial success on a Holyoke Glascock who
wrote movingly of her anxious response to drunk youth in turtlenecks
&& by the constant stream of notifications you shall know
i am awake
searching for the appropriate scale to
grieve mass extinction, shrug
feels like it deserves more than just
a moment of silence or a
period in the comments section
existential gloom in a minor-key then chopped and screwed or
trapped out with airhorns or split with a vocal sample
that heralds the coming drop in life expectancy
the coming rise in sea
levels







we will need the rituals
they ceased
teaching us how to say, do
you hear how
the symbols beg for pronunciation i see the ~squiggle~
to myself say swish
~
i am in debt from buying a single sweater
i am around my friends this evening but feel more alone than ever
i am crying in an SUV outside a record store
i am critiquing the aesthetic taste of straight women
i am teaching boys to request sexpeople hold their left thumbs
i am in awe of the couplet
i am half-hard in some grey sweatpants talking about dick pics in the abstract
i am hiking with my lover in the future wilderness, holding medicinal sylphs in our
throat
i am unashamed of everything except the manifest calling for another incantatory
departure
and also my body-pillow
which i will hold again tonight
~ ~
depart your room at 5am left thumbing
thru poetry books for company which
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is actually totally fine i spend many days
these days expecting to feel
emotions that i don’t end up feeling
i was raised roaming without the narratives i needed
and on stories that turned out not to be myths
but actually straight up lies. as a child
i thought i could save the dolphins with cans
of tuna and letters to my search engine
l o l n o o b n o w i w a n t y o u
to do what feels right and consider
skanking to my poetry or
shouting it long past the gloaming
[purgatory the twaddle smell of advancing
another day as is required but letting your
genitals brine in putrid boxers you will be
alone again anyways  none of the possible









































we teach this to the children so they know it is possible we teach them that the
armpit is an erogenous zone we teach them your loves will leak fluids and gases
we teach them intimacy is sickness and ugly treasure collected rocks from the
collective backyard’s ever-dry streambed we teach them the fairy tale of boy
meets girl and dad buys wedding is kiddie stuff that gives way to charming
trajectories of dank cunt and ass swoon for the hoodoo psalms practice ancient
insomnias a little death and
a shared Hulu account at dawn
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IT ISN’T EASY FOR ME TO LET IT GO
BECAUSE I SWALLOW EVERY SINGLE WORD, EVERY WHISPER
AND EVERY SIGH EATS AWAY AT THIS HEART OF MINE DOT DOT DOT
AND ITS HARD TO LEARN AND ITS HARD TO LOVE WHEN YOU ARE GIVING
ME SUCH SWEET NOTHING, WOAH OH U
I stay straight and beat my cage
during heart burn its phallic it’s a dick move its an organ throbbing in pain
insomnia is a bitch            a civilized yawping            symptom of domestication
How many times have I sat up and listened to Sweet Nothing by Calvin Harris
featuring Florence Welch as a cure for another sleepless dawn




It is more than twelve
It is just as fertile ground for a poetics of lived dignity as any other canon-cool
immoderate assuaging insobriety
P O E T R Y ’s next enfant terrible whimpering my Things
over an Internet of Shit
baby monitor // fuck it, podcast my taint
more muffintop than edgy
Life hack:
We are being skull-fucked by data
Being skull-fucked by someone you love is a wonderful feeling
a complex surrender of control of air of language to the wet music
of whatever is like but isn’t noise
Being skull-fucked is literally the goal of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets
Kenny Goldsmith should be skull-fucked
I mean that unadulterated: what is more creative while being uncreative and using
the tools of reproduction to produce and force consumption without reproduction
what is more conceptual what is more fantasy than praxis what is more messy in
practice what do we choke on more what is more disgusting to encounter without
receiving an apology afterward what is more disembodying than the cock or dildo
of another forcing open your jaw not in a scream or a gasp or a chomp or a fuck
pigs or to say anything about annihilation but just to take in another
poem that begins or ends with genitals
Skull fucking someone you love is something we do not talk about with children
even teens and something we don’t encourage them to think about
that we ourselves, perhaps, do not take time to consider — even the most radical
of parents would not let me sit down their progeny and ask:
what sorts of violence would you give someone else?
how would you handle how sometimes it feels good and how almost always
it feels not bad?
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take notes:
i’m only alive in the intersubjective
take notes:
it doesn’t matter how I was born
i’m learning to love through mimicry
take notes:
it me, spitroasted
between The Concept and The Hybrid
mommy, what do
these tears mean?
purity is the most disgusting thing i ever been taught
to conceive
Junior Dare is a crip, abolitionist poet dreaming of the post-queer, studying the
left of the future and the right of the present, tweeting @prismxp. Previous poems
can be sought out in Tagvverk, DPS: an online journal of deaf and disabled






Speaking for oneself’s one way not to have spoken, she says, either way it’s easy
enough to see the danger along. The desire along. Climbing up there, deep sea
diving down there to see the coral I mean. Like an egg or a moon if there’s light
from it it’s alive.
I’ll tell you why I haven’t been rowing, she says, just ask. You and I are both here.
On the shore something joyous is being kept in the sand. We eddying row.
Hands in the meadow, says Wes, hands like a lamp, if there’s light from it it’s alive.
This is how she remains warmest. This is how she minds her gap her pressure her
wholeness. Casting off what we’ve had in our pockets we see it through: it’s
around the edges unarticulated in its calmness. Looking through a material onto a
material, often she’s much less patient than me. Often she doesn’t know if I’m
saying something soft or very soft, you see?
I asked to be ignored. I asked for a fishing rod and some bait. To displace desire
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with recollection, says Anne. If any of us had collected the shells, one of us could
have adorned something with them. Then again, what’s considered often leads to
something less than considerate. In fact, what’s measurable hasn’t been. And if
flying two kites is the necessary condition for their interaction, I certainly haven’t.
To possess, if it’s the inverse of attraction, another. I read it in an interview, you
see.
She says if we captured them there keeping them there, we’d never go hungry.
They would sliding cover our toes. We would pausing out of fright tip our oars
over. What if raining we were left to drown, would that be a motive? If Wes knew
about this, would that justify it? Would the wind blowing hull sagging light like a
candle? How many times have you lit like one? Tell me. Sing me the song sung at
sea.
If it hasn’t been sun, it hasn’t been lovely. What can’t be remembered can’t be sure
to have happened. A voice for the crime and a voice for the clue, and this is how
we can be sure they’ll find it. I use shortcuts for you as much as anyone, she says.
Breed, bread. I’m not doing this for anyone but myself. Anticipate precipitation






Song sung at sea
Now we do
now we do
now we do swim like dogs
Did I see her there? Sure
Now we do
now we do
now we act from the wider place
I saw her dry lips
Now we do
now we do
now we do swim like dogs





Adam Greenberg grew up in Woodinville, WA. He crochets text-blankets and
installs them on benches around Providence, RI, where he received an M.F.A. from
Brown University. His work has recently appeared in the Brooklyn Review.
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where is the body  in the
wherefore a body, in the  poem, the body
becomes a cat in a field.
the highest (natural) point in Iowa being a (natural) hill, called imposing in
comparison to everything around it. there are landfills taller, though, places so tall
for the body, no need for a poem.  where is the body
hidden?
hawks’ eye, blackened, utterly
red tailed utterly kestrel
atop the capitol dome.
         where is the body
in the poem?
those rowdy boys. those bawdy boys
we could take you
out where they can’t find you, hide your body






I did not arrive      until I had long gone.
cat in a field, cat   frozen in the field.      you better
run.
there is always a dead baby in your experiments
of thought. it is just a string of
thoughts, Denise. there are no real babies in the
experiment
too many dead women in the poems.
I have short hair, I am wearing an orange bikini, my first.
is that a girl is that a boy is that a body there?
given, the lake. given, the body. given
a body distances
the body from the body.
there is a cayman in this lake it is below
the body it is below us right now, it is right
below.
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rowdy, boys will be
boys will be rowdy will rough
house.
this house on the edge of
the lake. kiss my whole body, but you don’t tell
what we did. if you cannot locate
the body in the hedge, the body at the edge
smuggling raisins under the cross
across my chest.
I cried in the rock garden.
sung body. body at the edge of the door.
do not give them
your body, whose only power of
is to open if you choose it to. I would give my body





the air, the algae, the lake is green, blue
water only three in the world
west lake okoboji
okoboji okoboji
cat in a field, the highest point in Iowa
is not the hill it is the land-
fill, it is the hog farm. I’m not a farm
girl. I am not a hawk
girl. I am not a body in this
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so many bodies in the poems, so many rowdy boys
doing things to bodies because
I walked, because
I took a picture of myself because
I was breathing too close because
my shirt was too thin because
I climbed to the top of the mound because
I drank water because I went
to the field and found a cat there
I laid down next to its body.
I was next to the lake late
next to the lake.
Denise Jarrott grew up in Iowa and currently lives in Colorado. Her work has
appeared or is forthcoming in LVNG, The Volta, Pith, Mid-American Review, Cut
Bank, and elsewhere. She is the author of the chapbook Nine Elegies, forthcoming
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I dreamed I climbed Dun Aengus
its stones free-set two thousand years
ago and woke to the din of workers
building a Burger King






Mark Neely is the author of Beasts of the Hill and Dirty Bomb, both from Oberlin
College Press. His awards include an NEA Poetry Fellowship, an Indiana Individual
Artist grant, and the FIELD Poetry Prize. He teaches at Ball State University and






I learned to protect myself by smiling. Flew up and down as though stitching field
to sky. Blazing fields of rape across the southern countryside. Where I’ve been
living. Or maybe born this way. What is to be said about this slip in landscape
vocabulary. Blue warehouse wall fills the window like an abrupt new sky. Were
you nineteen on a park bench or twenty in a cul-de-sac. Every river is the same
river. Double-take the name of these yellow flowers. Because to lie on the ground
means to neither see nor be seen within the human world. Fine line between
poacher and poet. Nina writes of the fight or flight feeling filling her body and
many of us say yes me too. To be poor is to be a crime against property. Train by
the horse reclining in a patched blanket. Itchy trigger tongue saying and saying it.
Three birds in the stubbly field. What words you keep from your mouth but sob
around the edges on a Greyhound months later. Were you fifteen in a car. Coming
into major fields. Is to desire or not to desire a crime against safety. I meant the
plant not the action. In the South I learned to say aren’t you sweet and floated
blissfully up to the ceiling. To resist the erotics of anger and fear. To name your
love and let it fly away. Were you twenty in another country home late from the
bar. Because knowing this is both hammer and nail. The way sunlight touches you
all over and you are glad. Every thing blooming into the present. Were you
younger much younger and were you at home. Can I name you and name you and
name us into a new world. Shaken at the seminar by sourceless rage. Walking to a
phone booth at night to call a friend. Even temperate skies were lined with the
sublime.
MC Hyland is founding editor of DoubleCross Press, and is currently working on a
dissertation on poets’ uses of the commons, as well as on an ongoing poetic
research project on walking, friendship, and publishing. She is the author of the
poetry collection Neveragainland and of several poetry chapbooks, most recently
THE END PART ONE (forthcoming from Magic Helicopter Press).
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MAJOR FOREIGN POLICY SPEECH
Elizabeth Onusko
A beach is a stage for the fantasy of power to enact its never ending. Waves heave
then smooth until settled, submerging boulders, drowning sand. A pier reaching
for the horizon imagines intersection. The sky makes no sense beyond scattered
radiance. Don’t seagulls mimic anguish well.
Elizabeth Onusko is the author of Portrait of the Future with Trapdoor (Red Paint
Hill, 2016). Her work has recently appeared or is forthcoming in Witness, Best
New Poets 2015, Conduit, DIAGRAM, Sixth Finch, Fugue, The Awl, and Redivider,
among others. She is the editor of Foundry and assistant editor of inter|rupture.




FROM THE HOUSE OF THE TREE OF
SORES
Paul Cunningham
I locate what looks like a blood-swathed section of shattered flooring, a crudhole
where a darkening tree trunk swells. I witness trunkish pressure, compression. I
see where former tentakel capillary vessels chafed and spewed their inner along
and away from the jagged floorhole, I see slightly shredded pedal arteries still
pumping. Charisma. A chiasma of nerve bundles, branched channels, fluid-
dripping branches containing plant-like pustules. Some containing veinlines of a
knife-edged green. Neuronal cytoplasm leaks from numerous growth wounds,
crusts over, scabs. Weak contractions, respiratory rhythms. Tracts of rotten,
deflated alveoli sway aimlessly around scabbed-over sections of rough bark. The
coiling tree branches continuously, generates turning, tooth-like fibers. Grub-like
musculature. The tree of sores possesses a stomach, the tree of sores possesses
an esophagus. I stare at its tongue-like lobes of bark, I stare at its tiny, seemingly
motorized teeth. I wait for the mouth, for the möter sounds. I wait, I listen as the
sores slowly form.
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I wait in the house of the tree of sores. The height-adjustable house of the tree of
sores. I wait for its möter to start, for its many teeth to grind. I wade in the pulpish
filth of the mosh pit of household objects, the mosh pit of grotesque möter skills. I
spot a commercial proposition drooling in the corner of yet another fake room. My
eyes, mutilated by household objects. I can’t see straight, I can’t—only a flickering
series of lights in front of my suddenly failing eyes. On-Off-On-Off. I stage-dive, I
head-bang. On-Off-On-Off. I can’t remember my name. I can’t remember my
name, but I remember the names of my children. My children? What children? On-
Off-On-Off.
I stand before a trunk of stains, a tree of sores. It quakes and it quakes, it makes
mor möter sounds: Look at yourself, head-banger, why do you stand there,
shivering, slurring coldly with your stupid flesh? Why are you neglecting your
children? Why are you neglecting their eggs? The tree of sores quakes once more,
suddenly pukes out a little cephalopodal something, a crochet kraken. I pick up the
slimy crochet kraken, drenched in child-killing bacteria. I shoot the sharp-jawed
tree a punkish grin. Eggs? I ask. Yes, you morgue-born head-banger, the tree
answers. They’re lost and miming, pecking and performing the everyday gestures
of this pop milieu, their pop’s mildew. Careful, crash-dummy, before you crash and
burn! My body oddly bursts into flames, I drop the crochet kraken to the floor. I




flaming roll. Ägg, ägg, ägg äggulor! ägg, ägg, ägg om, om, omelette, umm, umm,
umlaut, a lot, a lot knocking, knocking, knäckt, cracking up. Cracking me up, I cry
out.
Burnt bread, my bread body. Brödkavle, I keep rolling, I roll out my fires. I stare up
at the tree, I stare up at the sores. I feel like a bruised roosthole, a local valve, a
horahole, a horrorshow. I am up all night, blood flowing. A horhus, a hönshus. Am I
hönhus? Hönsnät? Swells of my hen rolled away in the fire, I feel happy about this.
But where are my children? Am I mor? Am I mother? Am I father? The lateral teeth
of the tree clamp down onto my legs, sweeps my body inward. Are you their
mother? Their mother tongue? Am I their mother? I ask. A channel of tied-
together trash bags flap up and surround the fibrous trunk of the tree of sores.
Lumen, vesicles of lens-generating tissue fills in. All over, all over. Makes, makes
eyes. Eyes of light protrude from the trash bag channel of the tree of sores. Bags
of swollen, of shit, of crud. I am up all night, blood flowing. I am swollen, I am shit, I
am crud. I am mangled, head-banged through a kaffe table book’s table of
malcontents.
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Beak-first, a blue chicken emerges from the trash bag darkness. (My hand-drawn,
henjawn little boy.) A yellow chicken emerges from the trash bag darkness. (My
hand-drawn, henjawn little girl.) They are my cultish acolytes worn like clipped
images, so BAZAAR!, cult prophets snarling, pecking, pipping. They are my
children, they are my chickens. Egg-making, their assault on my language. I decide
to embrace this bellicose, this ventricose vows. I am, now, ignited by translation
aorta, blood system. Blood flows through my swollen caruncles, my crinkled lobe
of a page.
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